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Questioning Cianbro executive
Peter Vigue about the proposed
new east-west highway, you hear
the frustration he has with the
nation’s stagnant economy and
how it affects lining up all the
ducks in a row needed to privately finance a toll
road from the Maritimes to Montreal across our
state. The news is there is a strong potential to use
a port in Newfoundland as the most likely first port
of call for the super size ships of this new century.

East-West Road

Ocean Ports

hipping goods in and
S
out of Maine across the

Gulf of Maine will get
easier in the next few years thanks to Maine voters
in two November bond issue elections. Last November, $5.5 million in port money passed muster
and this year’s bond will help small fishermen get
seafood to markets permanently as additional
coastal access is improved at many town docks as
an offshoot to a bond for environmental preservation much wider in scope. It is the combination of
the Obama administration federal stimulus last year
that some $14 million will soon directly benefit
Eastport, Searsport and Portland at these commercial docks. Like the saying, if you build it they will
come, these ports will be improved to better handle
cargo tied into planned road improvements and
existing rail heads. Searsport will likely become

New funding to bring about major changes for Searsport has arrived
from the federal Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) program of the Recovery Act. Maine’s funding came
about through a competitive process for each of our three principal
deepwater ports. Seven million is going to Searsport to enhance the
port’s ability to handle heavy lift, project and bulk cargos. The majority
of the money will go toward the purchase of a new mobile harbor crane
for the facility. See art of this on page 2. Eastport and Portland also
benefited see related story, “Ocean Ports.” Bids to purchase the heavy
lift machinery went out this month and the portable nature of this
equipment will make it functional soon after delivery. Expansion of
both rail and highway traffic is expected thereby in 2011, and suggests
quick regional economic growth as some 10-15,000 containers annually
are shipped to and fro. An obvious need for a new east-west road is
buoyed by the ocean connections soon to be expanded.

Project’s economy

The Maine Agricultural Trades Show at
the Augusta Civic Center will be held on January
11th, 12th and 13th, 2011 and offers FREE admission. Show hours Tuesday, January 11 9-5;
Wednesday, 9-8pm; Thursday, 13, 9-3pm. The
trades show provides an atmosphere to walk
through, observe, and educate yourself about
Maine Agriculture.
The annual event is a three day function
for the public and includes a little something for
everyone of all ages. It is a showplace for farmers and producers to see the most modern equipment and services. There are over 40 major
agricultural organizations, committees and agencies; as well as more than 100 exhibits to take in.
All vendors are agriculturally based, some providing free samples and opportunities to purchase
products. Throughout the week there will be
lectures and workshops to participate in, no matter if you belong to any association of farmer
groups, all are welcome to attend annual meetings, learn, participate and ask questions. Network, innovate and educate yourself to Maine
farming, the past, present and future.

Ocean Ports Factors affecting possible new growth in the economy beyond costing other regional businesses needed revenues. The city
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regional transportation improvements planned for eastern, central and northern Maine augurs real possibility that dedicated
income of the Racino in Bangor will usher in a morfing of the
Bangor Auditorium into a new arena beyond previous dreams.
This $79.93 million proposition has more credibility now as
bank interest rates are low, a major Maine construction firm
promises construction economies beyond expectation and most
studies all point towards improvements in the city’s infrastructure will result. Without such improvements, continued losses
of income generating events at the present facility will continue,

council’s nine member board has the responsibility to decide the
matter and sentiments are positive the time is right to build. If
all factors add up for the city council and are good to go, some
400+ local jobs will result and the various phases of construction
and completion could begin as early as May, 2011 with the
footprint foundation bursting out across the grass towards the
Bunyan statue and the same Racino that will pay for it over the
years ahead. How this will affect the downtown, the region and
eastern Maine’s economy is computed by a multiplier effect. A
positive for the region by all reports.

DORR’S EQUIPMENT CO.
1468 Hammond St. - Bangor, Maine 04401

Phone 945-5965 or 942-4655 Fax 990-4924

Searsport’s
container
cargo lift
ordered
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embrace the
East-West Road
flies” through Maine. The shortest route(s) from private toll
offloading mega cargo in Newfoundland that could road concept
How this port fits in with not be offloaded elsewhere securely, and funnel it given a tradithe east west puzzle is to St John, Halifax, Eastport, Searsport, Portland tion of public
that it is a draw for more and other ocean rail ports is key to the success of all vs private
investment by Maritime east west road planning as currently envisioned to road investments. But
governments within the western Canada and the western USA.
private public influence For Peter Vigue, the issue in this business econ- Vigue is
already a fixed base here omy is getting people to focus on the long term quick to point
in Maine and Canada. commitment the project will provide Maine and the out how priVigue has made re- Maritimes’ future growth. A possible construction vate business
peated visits with port start before 2014 is based upon two factors: the can move
officials in New Bruns- recent positive action in New Brunswick to finish quicker than
wick, Nova Scotia and the two lane roadbeds from the port of St John to government
Newfoundland and how Calais and the Maine transportation improvement with studies,
their needs are to be best of a new bridge at Calais and the heavy use con- engineering,
served by a land trans- struction base that is now the New Brunswick port etc. that in the
port fixture “as the crow feeder to the future east west Maine road. Leader- case of a
ship on the other Canadian border at Sherbrooke bridge examand Montreal is likewise positive as Quebec plots ple, would
Ocean Ports
future needs. The negative economy in Maine and take a minielsewhere still leaves un- mum of 7
certainty for encourage- years to bring
the lead Maine port with an expected installation of ment of investments for to pass as
a large mobile harbor crane that will be able to long term focus.
most bridges
unload any heavy objects. Something to set it apart
under private
Without a comment construction
from Halifax and St John in Canada and even New
York to give it an edge to become the primary upon the recent election, can be done
container port in Maine and the Maritimes. While Vigue indicated the afin less than 18-24 months. As for any new government money coming for capital
this sets Searsport apart as a niche bright spot in termath of the vote may
improvements, now that voters have spoken for less government, the likelyhood of
transportation need, the port at Eastport - a non change the previous pofuture government money is almost nil. Given this fact, the case for a private toll
profit corporation owned by the citizens of Eastport litical focus that did not
road across Maine to tie into existing road beds, communities, intermodal rail at
also has a bright spot in that it may become the
both Brownville and Costigan will fit into the expansion of water borne activities
exclusive and rare east coast port livestock desigat Searsport from ocean loaded cargo first offloaded in Newfoundland, brought to
nation - import and export - that already has direct
and deposited on rail
benefit to state and regional dairy farmers now
$ REWARD $ DCopper Maine
and
trucks
to new destinations
D Cars
exporting dairy cows. Additionally an advanced
DBrass
In
Washington
by
dispatchers
working existD Trucks
conveyor belt system to move pulp and paper bulk
cargo is now under construction there using $1
million of its own money, $2 million from stimulus
and $4.5 from the last state bond. The recent news
of the Baileyville mill purchase by a Hong Kong
investment firm gives
Coming
further incentive that
next
time in
Eastport will grow.
Meanwhile the International Marine Terminal
at Portland has won
some and lost some as it
A special
can and will vie for exForestry
panded container revenues and it has also taken Maple Sap
on the changes needed to
Industry
accomplish this goal.
Focus
Searsport, however has a
$7 million cache to work Published in
with and will likely comMid March
mence
improvements
2011
sooner than Portland.
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ing infrastructure
placement with potentially new customers. The utility
and communication
transmission route
potentials for the
east west road is
also getting stronger, post election. A
fact Peter Vigue,
Cianbro, and other
stakeholders are beginning to focus
upon as they strive
to create a shorter
but larger east-west/
Maine - Canadian
connection infrastructure not seen in
Maine previously
with road beds built
for tandem trucking
and paid for by
tolls. Partner Louis
Berger Group is a
leading infrastructure engineering,
an environmental
science and economic development
firm with worldwide
operations.
This new road from
Calais to Coburn
Gore may start construction in fall
2011 with a set
completion of 2014.

And you thought we held an election?
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Certain Northeast and Corn Belt states are poised
to lose or change up to 10 U.S. House of Representative seats when the slots are reapportioned based
on the 2010 census count--states where lawmakers
tend to stick up for growers of soybeans, corn,
wheat, potatoes and sugar beets. Southeast coastal
states and the Southwest will gain a similar number
of seats, giving farmers of cotton, rice and peanuts
a little more leverage in the House.
Meanwhile, many rural lawmakers face a certain
and annoying change--sprawling districts. Population growth is mostly in urban areas so sizes of rural
congressional districts get larger with each census.
That makes the logistics of serving a district more
difficult. Many districts in Western and Plains
states stretch over 300 miles. Idaho's 1st District is
almost 500 miles while some large states, such as
Montana, have just one district. Maine’s second
district is the largest in New England and could get
larger.
Reprinted in part from the Kiplinger Agriculture Letter
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Conversations around Washington County and within government circles, state and federal, that ships passing through the Passamaquoddy
Bay might be stopped enroute by Canadian Coast Guard to service the
proposed LNG plant in Maine is not a threat taken in a friendly manner. This
is protecting Canadian workers and interests with a potential cost to American
workers. Something we would not want our government to do to them, the
same voices say. Such a plant when constructed would lower electric rates
by nearly 20%, investing millions in construction and operations when completed.
Sentiments in the Lincoln area about wind power are still divided.
A group of opponents were pulled aside in a public protest in November and
arrested for disturbing a public meeting. The developer First Wind, wants to
locate towers on nearby ridges that some residents are against via the not in
my back yard thinking and it seems they are not concerned about renewable
energy savings. They view it as shortsighted. This may well be when one
considers that the manufacture of wind power components, solar photovoltaics and advanced battery components are not presently of an American
standard manufacture and come from outsourced industries. Likewise, within
the debate, nothing is presently discussed about methane digestors and how
more efficient such technology is when compared with wind power. Nonetheless it is well known that public and private investment is ready to go for
test sites of ocean based wind power generation with current testing of tidal
generation elsewhere in Maine. How all this works out in the coming two
years will have great impact on the infrastructure here in Maine, both in
manufacturing and transportation need to finally lower power generation
costs and expand the state economy. No matter if it is outsourced wind power
components needing transport to ocean and/or land based wind power stands,
or in-state manufactured parts, both ocean and roadway transport stands to
benefit.
Global eating trends are health based. The Nielsen Company
gauged the world’s view of healthy eating, organics and other related issues
earlier this year as part of a global online survey, polling more than 27,000
consumers in 55 markets from Asia Pacific, Europe, Middle East/Africa,
North America and Latin America. The survey revealed that consumers
generally want to eat more nutritiously and purchase foods that are grown,
raised, and produced in responsible ways. However, when finances are tight,
consumers tend to turn to products that offer the most value, whether they’re
healthy and environmentally responsible raised.
Not only dairy cows but sheep seem to be the next trend in places
like Turkey and Eastport’s new status as the approved livestock port by sea
could be the start of shipping several thousand sheep out of Maine in the next
few years as orders are considered. This is opportunity for shepherds knowing breeds and producer/brokers to buy/sell animals to satisfy this pending
market.

Agriculture in
the Classroom
Annette Caldwell and
Gretchen Kimball of
Buckfield’s Junior and
Senior high school
teaching staff were presented with the 2011
Maine Agriculture in the
Classroom Teacher of
the Year award by First
Lady Karen Baldacci in
October. Their original
purpose of starting a school garden was to engage
students ain a project that enhances academics,
reinforces healthy choices, promotes ecological
stewardship, and fosters community and social development. The 1.2 acre garden and farm stand
have become a visual icon in the region, as these
students have transformed an old corn field into a
vital community resource. Primarily the garden is
tended by middle school students who research and
plan what will be grown. Work a budget to order
seeds and seedlings, and start early vegetables and
flowers in classrooms using grow-lights. They
work to prepare the garden in May, and in early
June take two days to plant, pitching rocks into
sleds, and competing in races to remove them to the
surrounding woods. A hundred kids, ten teachers,
and whatever elements the weather brings on planting days, makes for an adventurous experience!
Students and their families volunteer throughout
the summer to water, weed, and remove insects to
ensure the garden prospers and Gretchen and Annette are right there with them. In mid July students
begin to harvest, proudly lugging home bags of
goodies to share with their families, and even
prouder to deliver baskets of vegetables to the local
elderly. In early August they market their produce
from the student built farm stand beginning an ed-

L to R : David Bell (MAITC Chairman)
Annette Caldwell, Gretchen Kimball and First
Lady Karen Baldacci

ucation in public relations, finance, and retail. The
season ends with the Harvest Supper, a gathering of
family and friends who want to support the hard
work of their children and who are happy to eat
foods grown and prepared by students. Their first
supper raised $3,500 which students elected to
donate to a local family experiencing a severe
hardship.
Additional projects have included a composting area and the creation of an outdoor classroom for cooking and learning about the garden
produce. Other teachers in the school are also actively using the garden to teach Language Arts,
Math, Science, and History. In the fall the produce
is used in the cafeteria.
Annette and Gretchen were selected as the 2011
MAITC Teachers of the Year and will travel expense free to Ft. Lauderdale, FL in June to attend
the National Ag in the Classroom Conference.
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Crisis economy brings adaptations

East West Road

To adapt to the crisis…

Statements, fact and rumor, have a way of influence upon people
that is not always helpful. I refer to how 3 years ago a story in the Bangor
Daily News and a followup in our first issue of this paper - the summer of
2008 - affected land values here locally. There will be a new east west
highway and soon but we refuse to broadcast just exactly where for the
following reasons. Parts of Piscataquis County, Aroostook and Washington
and a bit of Penobscot and Waldo County will eventually see real economic
progress amid this self defeatism economy, due to the inevitability of this
--- Malcom X
privately funded new east west highway that will come to fruition before
2014. For our first summer issue, we published a map on the front page that outlined, a bold plan
to use a WWII era deep water port facility in Canada at Melford, and that port may still be part
of the eventual plan but since then, Searsport, the port at St. John, New Brunswick, Eastport,
among other Maine ports will also see benefit as rail, communication and improved highways and
bridges are finally part of the overall private tie-in plan, long term. The new major North
American port of disembarkment will likely be in Argent, Newfoundland for the new megaships
coming out of Rotterdam’s new expanded port and other world ports to service Canada and
America. Simply, as outlined in our exclusive story with Cianbro’s CEO Peter Vigue, this issue,
the port at Argent has the most security for post 911 realities. A whole island of security.
Getting back to land values, our publishing of maps conjures land speculation, and it
seems local towns have hired the same reappraisal entities for far too long also as they apparently
read some of the same publicity and by example, Milo, a long time Maine hub for railroad engine
and rail car repair, has, in two years, raised the mill rate 400%. Virtually every other house in
town is for sale, the pressure to leave a town with the highest taxation rate and virtually no jobs
in Piscataquis County is exorbitant beyond the means to pay. We fear the prospect of growth in
this area even within a depressed economy, runs counter to common sense when land appraisal
entities think Milo is the town of Kennebunk, consult a state chart in 12 minutes, slap a tax rate
upon taxpayers and call that an appraisal. Bunk. That brings in the landed gentry, buys up farm
land in a buyers market and establishes McMansions of particle board and vinyl siding on land
better suited to hay, livestock, crops or grazing, gravel extraction, forestry etc. Farming, forestry,
not houses. This then is the quandary of a
specialty publication like Mainely Agriculture,
we want to inform but we do not like land
speculators and we hate this economy that is
riddled in fear and greed so we shall refrain
from printing new road maps for realtors and
By Jack Strout
land speculators until all road plans, easements
Every now and then the boss wakes me
are sealed and all new paths acquired, to make
up from the dead to bring some light
this road both possible
to - I guess - his otherwise dull days. He
and economically feasidoesn’t drink you see but I remember the first
ble with a lessening of
time I saw him as a kid on the streets of Milo.
Mission
Statement
land speculation purI had just come back from a fishing trip up the
It is our volunteer mis- chases pre road conSebec and was walking to the A & P to resion to support and en- struction.
turn my empty Buds that were floating all
WGS

On the RFD withMainely Ags

over the bottom of the boat. I was half way
up the hill near the theatre and he came down
the street with tap dance shoes - not quite dancing, I’d say - that he’d just picked up at the Saturday rummage sale. He was making a hell of a
racket running down the street I’ll tell ya. I asked
one of the boys holding the building up who that
kid was and why he had on tap shoes dancing on
the sidewalk downhill. I got the point. He liked
to start things up in a dull town. He quickly disappeared into the pool hall with those tap dance
shoes on but I heard the next day that his two older
brothers had to defend his happy go lucky ways
when someone called the kid brother gay. The last
thing you’d want to say about a boy in Milo in the
sixties. But anyway, not being gay in the modern
way, he apparently was ‘happy go lucky” and a
fun loving kid at the time. Now a days when we
deliver papers, he tells these stories and no longer
seems bored. Must be this paper is his hobby.

courage a vibrant and
thriving return to family
farming / forestry along
with building a more
healthy farm infrastructure, a sustainable and
wider regional economy
based upon agricultural
traditions handed down
for centuries.
Such
agrarianism is indeed a
culture at the same time it
is an economy. We foster
and support such a local
economy, statewide.
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The global crisis has also had its collateral victims in France.
Lay-off. Precarious employment is becoming widespread.
The cost of living has increased, but not wages: increased
energy, high rents, especially in the main cities and less
and less food for the same amount in the shopping cart.
People cope with going to the high discount stores, going to the used clothing
stores, using websites like Ebay to buy and sell, which was frowned upon
before. In times of crisis, people become more imaginative. Joint initiatives
are born here and there: barter systems like 'places where to barter clothes',
car pooling, equipment loan, or sharing services. We are rediscovering the
values of solidarity, sharing, and brotherhood. Do we have to rejoice about
it? Yes, certainly. If the crisis leads people to consume more reasonably,
those who have caused it may worry about it one day.
La crise mondiYes, we do send
ale a eu aussi ses victimes collatérales en
France. Licenciements,
suite à des fermetures ou
In the postal mail,
des
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It is that simple.

Naturally Potatoes sold back
to investors & Libra Foundation
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Maine State Grange News
Our activities each

Naturally Potatoes, a
refrigerated potato company in northern Maine,
has changed hands and is
now back in the hands of
a group of Maine investors and the Libra Foundation.
Rodney McCrum,
along with Francis Fitzpatrick, originally started
the company in 1997 to
create jobs and to give
farmers another outlet for
their products. They were
committed to building a
state-of-the-art facility.
Within a year of operations, Naturally Potatoes
was dubbed runner up to
“Food Plant of the Year
in the Country” by Food
Engineering Magazine.

Today, Naturally Potatoes employs nearly 100
workers and continues to build its sales force.
McCrum shared that the company is also rolling company also has an R & D person on staff.
out a new retail program – a space it hasn’t played “We’re creating new products all of the time,” said
McCrum. “In today’s busy world, we always have
in for the past few years.
to be thinking of the consumer.”
Some of Naturally Potato’s most popular
products are its Deluxe White Mash, Red Skin
Mash, æ” Diced Potatoes, Sliced Potatoes. And,
yes, all products are made from Maine potatoes –
going back to McCrum’s original goal of helping
out the Maine potato industry.
“Naturally Potatoes is a key economic
driver in Northern Maine Presque Isle area, and its
spin off throughout the state and New England is
huge,” said McCrum, who believes the company’s
impact will only continue to strengthen.
“We are very excited about the future,” he
Naturally Potatoes currently contracts
with restaurants, such as Applebees, Logan’s Stea- said. “We don’t want to be just another company.
Khouse, Ninety Nine, as well as distributers such We’re in business to be the best. And, we want our
as Sysco. Its products can be found all over the farming community to continue to prosper.”
country, and as McCrum loves to tout, supplies
potatoes to places like Disneyland
in
In the early California and other major resyears, Naturally Potatoes taurant chains.
1010 Beckwith Rd. (Athens Rd., Rt 150)
McCrum credits innovabegan to struggle. Fortunately, in 1998 the Libra tion and a creative workforce for
Foundation offered fi- much of the company’s success.
nancial assistance that Just one example: Naturally PotaHay in season
gave the company a toes holds “Challenge Meetings”
every
week
–
an
opportunity
for
all
boost. Naturally Potatoes
also welcomed Bill Hag- employees to contribute ideas. The

Cornville Farm & Home
474-9689
Home Grown Beef & Pork

gett as Chairman and
later CEO. McCrum kept
his title as President and
COO. Together, Haggett
and McCrum turned the
company around and
Naturally Potatoes was
growing by 40 percent
per year.
Attracted by this
success, Basic American
Foods bought a threeyear option in Naturally
Potatoes in 2004. After
one year, they bought the
entire company and Haggett and McCrum left.
Everyone else stayed on.
But, as things
sometime do in life, Naturally Potatoes came full
circle. On August 31,
2010, after much negotiation, Libra Foundation
and a group of investors,
which included McCrum
and Haggett, bought the
company back. McCrum
and Haggett rejoined the
company day to day.

quarter

Valley Grange # 144
Guilford

National Winners

State Officers Terry and Harriet Spencer surprised Valley Grange Members with news they
had placed “first in the nation based on their
recent community service report.” Spencer noted
that this is a “big honor not only for Valley
Grange but for the state as well.” A shocked Mary
Annis, Community Service Chairperson, accepted
the award admitting she “never dreamed we’d
really win.” While Valley members are justifiably
proud of their community service program, the
competition for the national honor is fierce with
over 2,000 granges in 37 states vying for the
coveted award and first prize stipend of $400.
Mary listed off programs that keep grangers
involved with the schools and children: Words for
Thirds, Bookworm Readying, Newspapers in Education… adding “these are the programs most
people know about, but we do lots of other things
too like helping with benefit suppers and collecting for food pantries…” Director Walter
Boomsma noted that “work is the reward.” Earlier in the day he and Grange Master Jim Annis
had completed this year’s Words for Thirds” program by traveling to local towns handing out
dictionaries. “So there’s a lot to celebrate,” he
said.

Maine State Grange News

Is sponsored by

Houston-Brooks
Auctioneers
Digital Scales
Competitive Prices
Prompt Service
Accepting Junk Cars with Fluids
PO Bos 144 Hudson

PO Box 99 - 22 Horseback Rd. - Burnham
Consignment Sales Every Sunda * Estate Sales
h-b@uniets.net
www.houstonbroooks.com

1468 Hammond St. - Bangor, Maine 04401

Phone 945-5965 or 942-4655

Somerset Area
Cattle - Horse - Pork
Poultry - Goat - Sheep - Misc
alliesenterpriz@aol.com

Somerset Auction Company
Auction every Monday at 10am
Miscellaneous, Cattle,
Poultry, Pork, Goat & Sheep

20 # tank exchange
jeffrey.neubauer-@
inergyservices.com

Harmony ME 04942

USDA Inspected

Luce’s Meats

Rt. 201 Fairfield 207-649-0347 Smokehouse - Private Label

Sales Propane Service
lakesheating@tds.net
Commercial and Residential
www/lakesheating.com
Empire Rinnai
French Audiobook for
Children 5-9 years. Seven tales
about Father Christmas, music
and sound effects. 12 Euros
www.caracolivres.com
Fabienneprost@yahoo.fr

DORR’S EQUIPMENT CO.

235 Stinson St. 487-6622
1 800 924-6620

Processing for Farmers
No Anson 366 Emden Pond Rd.
www.mainefarmsbrand.com

Linkletter &
Sons, Inc.
Office 654-2237
Cell 858-5010
Pellet Delivery Fax 654-3250
PO Box 135 Athens ME 04912

8 Main Street 04912
Mon-Sat 5-9 Sun 6-9
Pizza/Fresh Sandwiches Roadies Chicken Groceries
Beer/Wine - Alligator Ice - New England Coffee
Irving Gas/Diesel/Off Road Diesel Oil
Oregon Chainsaw Supply
Seasonal Hunting/Fishing, Ice Fishing
Megabucks-Powerball-Instant Tickets

Sironen’s
Radiator
Service
& Sales

Complete radiator/cooling system
services. Fuel tanks, AC,
aluminum repair,
commerical & industrial.

Tel. 474-2460 Fax 474-2487
25 Merithew Drive, Skowhegan
Rt. 201 No. Waterville Rd.
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Your
and LDP.. .
What you missed?

wanting wool older than 5-6 months, so
producers are encouraged to consult the
Farm Service Agency to find the best
rate day for selling and adding on these
necessary marketing adjustments for an
improved wool production season and a
more healthy Maine wool and sheep
In the past 5 years the LDP (Loan Defi- farming cycle, year to year. The following FSA
ciency Payment) Rates for Wool sales recorded at offices in Maine are here to assist you:
Farm Service Agencies within the month of August Androscoggin/Sagadahoc County FSA –
have averaged 21.64 cents per pound of wool. If Lewiston 753-9400
you sell wool to mills, spinners, brokers and do not Aroostook County FSA – Presque Isle 764-4151
file your total clip numbers with Farm Service Aroostook County FSA – Fort Kent 834-3831
Agency, you miss this advantage of extra wool Aroostook County FSA – Houlton 532-9407
income for an otherwise depressed commodity. A Cumberland/York County FSA –
producer has title to this commodity until sold or Scarborough 883-0159
delivered but increasingly, no mill within reach of Franklin County FSA – Farmington 778-2788
this report will take wool more than one season old. Kennebec County FSA – Augusta 622-7847
Knox/Lincoln County FSA – Warren 273-2002
Last spring’s wool will be difficult to sell to either
Oxford County FSA – Oxford 743-5789
Briggs and Little or Bartlettyarns, locally.
Penobscot/Hancock County FSA – Bangor 947-3555
Piscataquis County FSA – Dover Foxcroft 564-2151

Central Maine Sheep producers sold their 2010 Somerset County FSA – Skowhegan 474-8323
clip to Briggs and Little this year for 62. cents #. Waldo County FSA – Belfast 338-1964
Adding this year’s LDP to that figure 29. cents Washington County FSA – Machias 255-3612
brings the figure up per pound to 91. cents #.
Past examples:
Participation in LDP is built A recent discussion about just when to shear, sell
2010-29 cents
upon judgements taken for in- your wool and how long to store the same took
2009-29 cents
terim market prices typically place at the November, Central Maine Sheep pro2008-16 cents
low at harvest time. Storing ducers meeting. With local mills not wanting wool
2007-12 cents
wool to find the best rate of LDP 10-12 months old, it makes early shearing - espe2006-22 cents
has its limits with mills not
cially for two crop wool animals - very important
today. As Maine Sheep Breeders’ Association
holds an early wool pool, wool sold to multiple
buyers there is likely fresh. For Central Maine
which has scheduled a third weekend in July event
this
year for this pool, the wool should be clipped
Tanja N. Ebel, D.V.M.
in early spring if two crop farmers want to have a
timely clip ready for Common Ground Fair in
- Your horse’s health is our business September to garner that better market for wool
Farm Calls - Hospitalization - Emergencies
Tel. 207 525-4596
452 Goshen Road sales. This puts extra pressure on shearers but all
Tanjatab@yahoo.com
Winterport, ME shearers would rather do the same flock twice if the
grower benefits and makes more money for the clip.

1326 Exeter Rd., (Rte. 11 & 43) Exeter

379-2900 1 800 453-3337

Maine’s largest supplier of Poulin Grain & Pet Food
Hardware * Electrical * Plumbing * Tarps
Tools * Grass Seed * Fertilizer & Soil * Mulch
Pet Supplies * Electric Fence Supplies
Gates * Corral panels * Wood Pellets & Much more...

Hours: Mon-Fri 7-5 / Sat 8-12
is delivered by

to the following feed dealers:

Lyman’s Supply Skowhegan 238-9209
Brooks Village Grocery
722-3656
McK’s Variety Hampden
862-3196
Corn King USA Ft Kent
834-2911
Monson General Store
997-3964
Cornville Farm & Home
474-9689
Morse Grain Shed Cherryfield 546-2319
Russ Dodge New Sharon 776-4748
Newcomb’s in Perry
853-4602
Ellsworth Agway
667-9546
Outlet Store Cannan
474-3809
Estrella’s Feed N. Anson 635-2016
Roger’s Market Hudson
327-2228
Family Market Frankfort 223-4669
Shirley General Shirley
695-3204
Feed Depot Easton
488-9645
Smart’s Hwde Lincoln
794-8011
Garland Store
924-6996
The Potting Shed Moose River 668-5761
Hoof’n It Tack Levant
990-0955
3 Rivers Feed Milo
943-2155
Horse Stuff W Farmington 778-3600
Toot’s Deli Dexter
924-7060
Katahdin Trails Newport
368-5599
William’s General Bingham 672-5547

The common sense
approach to this seasonal
agriculture is keeping to
a good farm schedule,
watch the LDP prices at
FSA, coordinate well
with the shearer and do
not miss opportunity for
better sales.
If crop
farmers have GPS to
help them on the tractor
in the fields, livestock
people should use a computer to better their skills
and timing to improve
profits. Something all of
us want in early lambing
and all aspects of keeping sheep or other fiber
animals here in Maine.
Sheep are holding their
own finally in both wool
and meat sales in the recent 3 years and now is
the time to capitalize and
benefit to a greater extent.

U Maine students
Win Ag mini-grants
More than 50 applications for Graduate Student Grants within the USDA,
SARE mini-grant program were received this past summer for the New
England states and two Maine students won 2 of the 13 awards given for
sustainable agriculture.
Assessing the direct effect of disease-suppressive soil
amendments in Rhizoctonia solani

U Maine student Edward Bernhard of Orono will work with his faculty
advisor Stellos Tavanrzis on a soil borne pathogen of wheat, rice, corn and
potatoes, and as the cool, wet growing conditions of the Northeast favor the
development of R.solani pathogens, this is his study subject. He will explore
how bio-control agents, including a hyprovirulent strain of R. solani that does
not cause the disease, interacts with disease-suppressive compost, and specifically composts rich in pine bark and brassica green manure, will be looked
at. The goal is to quantify R. solani levels and how they correlate with the
incidence of disease in soils under the various combinations of treatments,
and to determine how these levels affect disease development and yield in
potatoes.
The results will be submitted for journal publication.

$9,430
Improving weed control on the small farm: Evaluation of
scale-appropriate cultivation tools

Benjamin Constanzi of U Maine, Orono will work with his faculty advisor
Eric Gallandt on a project linked to a 2009 Partnership Grant that tested a
new kind of cultivator fabricated by Gallandt and Danish scientists. Constanzi
will conduct 30 user tests of wheeled cultivators to evaluate push-pull, sweep,
and digger cultivation and ask farmers to rank their qualities; he will also use
videos to evaluate body language and responses for ergonomics, farmer
perceptions of feel, ease of use, comfort, and efficacy over range of tools.
The overall goal is to determine the range of human factors that contribute to
tool usability and preference, and he will create and post video profiles of
tested Gallandt fabricated tools to the web. Weeding tools for the small
gardeners is a future goal as a result.
$8,700

505 Stage Road
Etna, ME 04434
Office: (207) 269-2152
Fax: (207) 269-2154

*
*
*
*
*
*

House lots to clear...
Power lnes/Right of ways to clear...
No Burn Land clearing...
Old fields to reclaim...
Stump’s to be ground...
Forestry slash to be mulched...

FREE ESTIMATES in all of New England
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Feed Commodities at show 45+ years

6 pages of
vendor stories for
the 70th annual
Ag Trades Show

Suga Country Products-

the sugaring supplier

Corporate history of the member owners of what was once called Detroit
Agway, or now, FCI in Detroit and their five other locations in New England
Adele Suga explained that when she and her husband Joe started
and New York has been representative vendors at the Maine Agricultural
tapping trees in 1995, equipment wasn’t readily available.
Trade Show almost as long as it has existed.
That was the start of the busiLong viewed as Maine’s primary infrastructure provider for the dairy
ness they saw ahead of them
industry here, it also has become the livestock holder’s Mecca for items
after retirement. One of the best
needed day to day with horses, sheep, goats, pigs, chickens etc. The central
means they have found for getMaine location is ideal for farmers no matter how small or large in operations. The
ting the word out to producers is
The consulting nature of Feed Commodities International is part of the Vassalboro store at 861 Cross Hill Road.
the annual Agricultural Trades
success in Maine and elsewhere with nutrition advice, record keeping for Show. This will be their 7th year with their own display having sat with a
farmers and farming fairness when changes in fodder inventory will necessi- other
vendors a couple years. Aspiring producers easily see with one visit
.
tate advance warning of savings for farmers in giving them a heads up. This to the store their own future with maple syrup and smell the sap.
company is known for helping the farmers meet the needs of their agriculture
Adele Suga
The buswith such timely advice.
Jug Company are among the items in inventory. In addiiness they
tion, they stock Tubbs and Faber snowshoes for recreaoperate is
tional use as well as for the maple producer, Snow and
chock
Nealley axes, and an array of other items. Selling supplies
block full
of various sundry items used in sugaring. and equipment is compatible with their other farming activEvaporators, buckets, taps, you name it, it ities, and since they are both retired from jobs outside the
is there for the skilled or those just starting home, they are available year round for their customers.
Joe Suga
out. Since they also have many maple
trees spread far and wide on their acreage,
they still use many buckets and a few lines
where possible to speed the collection of
sap. That knowledge of maple syrup collection and the tools to make good products from this Maine resource allows them
to stock a small building with everything a
Bulk purchasing is the norm at Detroit with many small farmers keeping ton serious sap collector needs to get the sap to
bags on hand to order feed and when they arrive, it is loaded by fork lift. This evaporation. Known products by DG, Lamakes for easy on and off and excellent bulk buying economies even small pierre, CDL, GBM, Marcland and Bacon
farmers routinely use.
This blending of quality
with economy is a byword of both FCI and the
farmers who like to use
this business. Ration
Joe & Adele Suga * (207) 923-3355
formulation with comThe Maine Agency of Farm Family
FEED COMMODITIES INTERNATIONAL, INC
861 Cross Hill Rd. * Vassalboro 04989
petitive pricing make
PO Box 115 * Detroit 04929
Insurance
FCI the place to shop.
800-462-4929 * 207-487-5589 * Fax 207-487-2238 sugacountryproducts@gmail.com* www.sugacountryproducts.com

SUGA COUNTRY PRODUCTS

Your One Stop Maple Sugaring Equipment Supplier

North Penobscot
Automobiles

Auto Repairs

McLaughlin’s
Auto Repair
A
Winning
Deal
Fence Services
Robert Berry, Prop.

“Service Where
Experience Counts”
Ansel McLaughin
Owner
79 Main St.East Millinocket

Leather work

J & S Stables

Cedar Split
Rail Fencing
Handmade & Hand
Split Rail & Posts

732-5366

rusticrail@localnet.com

710 Dodlin Rd.

354 Rt. 168 Winn
736-3018

Enfield

Coming
next time in
Butcher, Meats

Agriculture

Food Store

Formerly Yorks
Slaughterhouse
& Meat Market

A special
Forestry
Maple Sap
Industry
Focus

Custom Butchering
Meat Cutting
Vacuum Sealing

Toll Free 888 746-5845
Chester Rd Medway

14 Mechanic St. Lincoln
ph 794-6411 fx 794-6404

Small Engines

Welding Supply

53 Pattagumpus Rd.,

ROGER’S

Roger Trott
794-6620

Small Engine Repair
260 Main St.
Lincoln 04457

Agricultural
&
Industrial

Cell 290-1917(1918)

POB 147

Published in
Mid March
2011

European Farmers Market
At Sunnyside Greenhouses
117 Buck Street - Bangor
Tel. 947-8464

We have an agent near you

Miller Associates Andy Daigle

Mike
Fitzpatrick

636 Rt 1 Box 7
309 Main Street Scarborough
207 510-6301
Brewer
207 989-8880

Ralph Russo
Ron Kofstad 2 Main Street
Richmond
207 737-4200

26 Rice Street
Presque Isle
207 764-5645

Amy Lear
Jane Nelson

Tom Foster
Dan Foster

913 Main Street
659 Church Hill Vassalboro
207 680-2520
Rd Augusta
207 622-4646 800 839-4435

Greg
Warren
60 Main Street
Bucksport
207 469-7322

400 Main Street
Madawaska
207 728-4348

Randy
Lincoln
24 North Street
Houlton
207 532-2016

John Heller
Eric Hart
20 Main Street
Livermore Falls
207 897-2500

Patrick
McLaughlin
400 Main Street
Madawaska
207 728-4348

www.farmfamily.com
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At Windy Hill Restorations
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Windham man restores tractors from all over
Ronald Winship, Jr. appreciates the pride
that went into building early farm tractors and
shares his knowledge with collectors and antique
tractor owners by repairing--and selling new
parts for--vintage tractors through his business,
Windy
Hill
Restoration, located on around tractors all his
the family homestead at life. “Most people don’t
115 River Road in think of tractors like a
Windham. In the process work of art but it’s amazof identifying the right ing the old ones how
part, he shares knowl- they were built back in
edge accumulated over the 1930s. The technolcountless hours of strip- ogy was nowhere near
ping down to bare metal what it is today and yet
and meticulously restor- they were able to build
ing vintage equipment. and do what they did and
“The old ones are al- have the work still be
says Winship, a machin- functional 70, 80 years
ist by trade who has been later.”

re: Beef survey

Established in 2004, the business sells primary new parts
from its shop and ships throughout Maine, N.H., Vt. and
Mass., but will ship anywhere. Long-distance customers
can still get what they need by discussing their situation
on the phone or even emailing a photo over the internet.
He has first-hand knowledge of Farmall, John Deere,
Ford and other makes. He also provides everything from
simple tune-ups to complete restorations. “I’ve had them
come to me in pieces and brought them back” to like-new
condition.

Customers who invest in antique tractors do it, in part,
to preserve craftsmanship that was truly remarkable
given the limited technology that existed at the time.
“There’s a lot involved in making the spoke wheels [on
some older tractors] and the way the metal was bent and
forged it’s just amazing to look at and see how they did
it.”
Windy Hill Restoration has plenty of restoration work
currently. “They’re taken back to bare metal and anything that is broken or damaged is fixed and then painted.
Actually, they usually look better than they did out of the
factory [because the] paint is better now than it was back
then.”
It is not uncommon for customers to drive up from
N.H.
with parts to discuss the best solution for their
115 River Road, Windham
project.
Most of the time [people] have a pretty good idea
Call toll-free 1-888-892-0163 or (207) 892-0163
of
what
they need. Between phone calls and talking and
Hours Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
emailing
photos, Windy Hill Restoration provides the
For more information, go to
answer they need.
windyhill-restoration.com
Article content provided by sunburyexchange.com.

Windy Hill Restorations

Show...

As of November 29 there were
283 responses to the UMaine Extension Beef survey that will help determine the direction of an
educational program to help beef
producers. Of those responding
26% have more than 50 head, 36%
have between 15 and 50 head and
29% have less than 15 head, 6% are
purchasing their cattle for the first
time. 28% plan to expand their
herds. 25% have a 4-H Youth Beef
project and 11% raise their beef
only for home consumption. Most
respondents were interested in
learning about animal production
topics (258) with 59% interested in
animal health, 53% feeds and feeding and 52% basic cow/calf production.
Crop production was cited by 223
respondents with 79% interested in
pasture management and 73% interested in hay production. Financial
and marketing were indicated as
important by 219 respondents with
55% interested in farm & livestock
record keeping, 53% in selling retail
and 48% in farm taxes. When asked
how they prefer to receive information about the above topics 66%
want to attend meetings, 58% would

like on-farm visits or tours, 55%
would read a newsletter (paper or
electronic), and 52% would like to
attend demonstration and 33%
would read info from a website.
When asked about the biggest
challenge in making their farm
profitable & additional comments
20 commented directly about the
need for an extension beef resource
person, and 23 about the need for
technical & educational assistance,
18 identified overhead costs as a
challenge. Other general comments were around capital, taxes,
and marketing. There is still time
to complete the survey if you go to
http://conta.cc/beefsurvey or if you
would like to see the most up to
date results you can go to http://
conta.cc/beefresults
A UMaine Extension Beef website with general information about
beef production, pasture & crops
for beef, buildings & equipment for
beef, USDA marketnews & standards, beef quality assurance and
Maine beef organizations is also
available. Check it out at http://
umaine.edu/livestock/beef/.

Regional - State-wide
Barn Jacking

Barns, Camps

Farrier

Fencing

Maine Farrier Service
Timber Repair/Jacking/Leveling

Post and Beam Repairs

938-2530
1888 891-4564

Eastern & Coastal Maine

Commercial * Residential * Vinyl * Aluminum * Wood
* Chain Link * Temporary Rental Fences * Gates

207 234-2877

MaineFarrier@gmail.com

Hot-Cold & Therapy

Hydraulics

Internet Services

Hydraulic & Hydrostatic Rebuilding/Sales
Pumps Motors Valves Cylinders
Gear Boxes Hoses & Fit ings
591 Ridge Rd., Plymouth 257-2518 257-2819
Small Engine Repair

Sawmill

TWEEDIE LUMBER

Post & Beam
Framing V Match
Boat Planking Cedar
Cedar Cabin lumber
188 Brooks Rd Thorndike

Agricultural Tractors

We Sell Parts for the Do-it-Yourselfer

New England Salt Co.

Serving Maines’s De-icing Needs

Artic Cat Ariens Gravely
Houle Husqvarna Stihl
New Idea New Holland
2400 W. River Rd.,

State wide service
Tel. 944-4664

Tractors

187 Brooks Road - Rte. 139
Trellis

Arbors

Split Rail Fencing

1110 Main St. Palmyra adafence@yahoo.com

262-9779

568-4060

Kramer’s Inc.

“The Professional Fence People”

Salt Distributor
Spreading
William Massow Brown’s Custom
Manager
Spreading
500 Odlin Rd Bangor
& Lime Sales

State wide service

Tractors

FENCE CO.

Newburgh 04444

Fencing Plus

Stump Removal

A1
State
wide

Sporting Camps
Sporting Camps

Stump Grinding

David A. Kutcher Reg. Maine Guide
207.564-0303 168 Milo Road
188 Brooks Rd Thorndike
Sebec, ME 04481
Lawns, Paths, Fields 603.533.0002
568-4060
www.KutchersSportingCamps.com
Well Drilling

Truck body, plows

Welding

Bangor Truck Equipment

G.L. Strout & Sons WELL CONTRACTORS
Across The Street or Across The State
Welding, Inc.
INC.
“Sam”

34 Perry Road * Bangor 04401
Fax 990-1125
Toll Free

www.bangortruckequipment.com
John Fahey - Wayne Nason-Dave Therrien

- Machine Shop -

Shop & Portable:
LINE BORING
647 Bradford Rd.
Charleston 04422

MERL DUNHAM

Serving Central Maine for over 50 years

1 800 649-3307 East Corinth 285-3306
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Farm Family Insurance, a trades show fixture

New England OrganAssociation. It is unique in the nursics, a division of Casella,
ery and landscape industry for soil
services customers all
building qualities.
over the Northeast. They
We live in a closed loop environhave been a vendor at the
ment. Everything is connected. We
Maine Ag Trades Show
take an innovative approach to manfor years. Whether you
aging today’s waste to renew the
are a farmer looking to improve crop yields, a life-cycle of all our products. NEO
nursery owner making your own potting mix, a participated in the 2010 Evironthon
gravel pit owner in need of reclamatioin, or a mu- at Husson, a resource problem solvnicipality closing a landfill,w e likely have a prod- ing competition for high school puuct that will meet your needs, and we understand pils. Elroy Morgan of Bradford used
the importance of finding the right solution at the Earthlife compost to grow Maine’s
right price. Our staff of professionals are always largest pumpkin in 2009 that
weighed 1210 lbs earning him the
ready to help.
In addition to compost, mulch and soils our honor of Maine’s 2009 State Chamfeatured products include poultry manure, alterna- pion Pumpkin Grower, proving that
tive bedding for dairy and beef, liming agents for our products work wonders to soils.
soils, Earthlife (TM) compost, super
humus, nutri-mulch, Super-Peat and
Gro-Max.
Superhumus if you do not know
about it, is a blend of forest organic
matter, decomposed bark, leaf matter
1100 Waterville Rd., Unity 04988
287-9947
948-5352.
and is approved for use by the Maine
125 Presque Isle Rd., Fort Fairfield 04742
416-5776
Organic Farmers’ and Gardeners’
Hawk Ridge Compost Facility: 73 Reynolds Rd., Unity

We put core values like commitment, integrity, responsiveness and quality at the heart
of everything we do. The Farm Family group of insurance companies, headquartered in
Glenmont, N.Y., is part of the American National Family of Companies. Farm Family has
been providing insurance protection for families and businesses in rural and suburban areas
since the 1950s in the Northeast and Great Atlantic regions. Over the years, Farm Family
has earned a solid reputation, with an established tradition built on integrity and trust.
Farm Family agents take a personal interest, protecting what you value most.
We recognize that personal service is the key to meeting your individual and business
needs. We live and work in your community and chances are, we’ll probably talk insurance
with you over your kitchen table. Many of our agents
come from agriculture backgrounds, and some of them
even began their relationship with Farm Family as
clients. So it's not unheard of for our agents to pitch in
and help you load your truck as you're conducting
business together.
We're ethical. Farm Family's agents and employees
adhere to a strict code of ethics which provides guidance
on how to maintain the company’s commitment to being
Foster Agency - Augusta honest, fair and ethical in all its business dealings.
Simply put, we do the right thing.
Agribusiness
Talk to a local Farm Family agent
today, and find out what we can do for
Insurance Solutions
you. Call 1-800-THE FARM (1-800For more information or to locate an
843-3276) or visit our Web site at
agent near you call 1-800-THE FARM
www.farmfamily.com.
or visit www.farmfamily.com
Auto * Farm * Life * Liability

948-3071

Maine Farm Days Aug. 24, 25, 2011
Conservation
Wagon rides

F

A summer event

or the coming year, Maine Farm Days will be
held at Misty Meadows Farm on Hill Road in Clinton at the dairy owned by Belinda & John
Stoughton, Wednesday and Thursday, August 24
and 25, 2011. As always, the event will feature

the latest in technology and protecting the environment that is so important
to farming across Maine. Exhibitors will offer timely tips on products and
farming practices. A Conservation Wagon Tour (pictured) will show all
farm facilities and new displays are now being arranged for the late
summer event. Potential participants are urged to seek entry now. Misty
Meadows Farm milks about 550 cows so this is a great chance to see a vital
dairy in operation. The Children’s Learning Center will feature animals
& “hands on” activities such as milking a cow
and more. Those adults needing pesticide
recertification credits have several one hour
sessions each day to get a credit during the 2
day event. Visit with friends and exhibitors.
Admission to Farm Days is always free.
Contact Dale Finseth, Kennebec County SWCD,
Augusta 622-7847 or Belinda Stoughton, 71 McKinney
Rd., Clinton 04927 207-426-8586 www.kcswcd.org

Eastern Penobscot
Auction Services

Tilton’s Auction

Automobiles

Contractor Supply

PRAY’S AUTO SALES.COM

Contractor Supply Inc.

Steve Pray
207 949-7729

Tractor Sales

Garage Transmission Specialists

Wayne Hawes 431 Odlin Road Bangor 04401
207-232-8080 262-0040 877-262-0041
Eric Potter
Owner

Potter’s Transmission
Complete Transmission Specialists
Unlimited Mileage Warrantees Available

www.brucestractorsales.net

Overhead Doors

Restaurant

Signage

Caron Signs

207 285-3467 991-4435c
Auctioneer Jeffrey T. Tilton Lic. # AR 1163

- Tractor Sales -

Fishing, Guns

Quality Vehicles Unbeatable Prices

“Over 40 years in business”
-Daily Buying and Selling-

Trucking Available * Auction all types
Shipping Day on Tuesday

Property/casualty insurance products offered by
Farm Family Casualty Company, Glenmont, NY,

US Rt. 2
Carmel, ME 04419

848-7568
848-9867 Fax
1 800 621-5259

Overhead Door Company
of Bangor, Inc.
827-7032 56 Liberty Drive Hermon 04401
At Gilman Falls & Bennoch Rd intersection
.5 mile from I-95 Exit #197

Phone 207 848-2856
800 896-2235
overheaddoorofbangor.com

www.bagelcentralbangor.com
Quick Stop

41 Dave’s Way
Hermon 04401
207 848-7889
Fax 848-7886
Info@caronsigns.com
www.caronsigns.com

Veterinary

Natural Foods

Natural Foods

Hampden Natural Foods

Natural Living Center Sam’s Qwik Stop Penobscot Veterinary Services

Local - Fresh - Organic - Produce
Eggs - Milk - Bread - Supplements
Beer - Wine - Cheese

281 Western Ave. (Rt 9) 207 863-2500
hampdennaturalfoods@live.dom
www.hampdennaturalfoods.com

M-F 9-6, Sat 9-5, Sun 10-5

209 Longview Drive
(Corner Stillwater Ave.)

04401

3965 Broadway

Kenduskeag 04450
411 Davis Rd. Bangor 04401
884-4257 fax 884-4258 947-6783 Fax 942-5184
Suzan Bowers
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Hammond Tractor - A farm leader in Maine & at the trade show

This time of year, forward-thinking

farmers are having Hammond Tractor do annual
service inspections on their equipment. Fairfield
store farm sales manager Scott Gamage, who has
been with Hammond Tractor just over 20 years, has
noticed a marked decrease in breakdowns during
prime farming season as a direct result of that service. The store also has a vast parts availability,
which further reduces downtime.
The massive, 35,000 sq. ft. facility includes a
9,000 sq. ft. showroom, a big service department
with ten full-time technicians (peaking to 12 during
the cropping and mowing season), a parts department second to none and six salespeople: four handling primarily lawn and garden equipment, three
for farm equipment, one for the whole-tree Bandit
Chipper line covering the state of Maine, N.H. and
Vt., and one for the John Deere golf line for commercial golf courses covering the state of Maine
and half of N.H. With plan to add another sales
person to cover the rest of N.H. and Vermont.

They recently added two more lines--Stihl chainsaws and weed wackers, which have been a “very,
very good line for us” and Honda generators,
water pumps and snow blowers (available in Auburn, too).
The Fairfield store’s major lines are the full line
of John Deere lawn and garden and
farming equipment, Kubota, Kuhn,
Knight, H&S, Jamesway, and others.
Commercial landscapers get their
walker mowers, John Deere and
Kubota zero-turn mowers here. And
large landowners are attracted to the
David
compact-utility tractors to do their
Ponsant
own bush hogging, rototilling, etc.
They also sell John Deere utility vehicles like the Gator XUVs.

Dave
Hammond

Scott
Gamage

There is a bay devoted to servicing lawn and garden and golf and turf
equipment, a wash bay to clean equipment, and a set of over-head cranes to
service heavy equipment. They are contracted to sell, heavy equipment up to
the size of skid steers and small excavators, but can service larger equipment.
Also this time of year, Reel golf mower owners are bringing in their machines
to be serviced because Hammond Tractor has a specialized sharpener for the
blades.

Dave Bryant, Wayne Kirkpatrick, Ken Lawton

From here, two full-time road technicians equipped with big trucks with
cranes to do heavy work make house calls. They also, during the busiest time
of year, have what they call a “ready to mow” truck and trailer, which has a
lift system. Any lawn and garden tractor can be rolled into the trailer for a
complete service. In 2010, demand for this service reached 400 at people’s
homes.

PO Box 206 Carmel 04419

ph 207-848-2795
fx 207-848-2903

chain link fence, PVC fence,
steel & wood guardrails, woven
wire fence, wood fences, iron &
aluminum ornamental fence,
electrical gate openers & access
control

The John Deere dealership in Union
is part of a regional commitment by Hammond
Tractor to the agricultural market. “We’re not just
in selling new products but providing them with
parts and service after the sale which is truly as
important if not more so,” notes David Bryant, II,
the gen. mgr. of the Union store. “I think a lot of
people, especially, if they’ve done business with us,
they can see that when they walk through the door:
a true commitment.”

who have done some research know that Ariens is a
premium brand of snowblowers. I think that’s what
they expect from Hammond Tractor: quality.”
As in its other stores, the Union location emphasizes product support after the sale. “It’s just as
important as the item itself. You’ve got to have
good product support,” says Bryant. “You can have
the best product in the world, but without support,
it’s not worth a tinker.”

Hammond Tractor supports do-it-yourselfers by
offering the numerous John Deere kits. Customer
can just tell the parts guys their model of John
Deere and have the right kit handed to them. “It’s
going to give them everything they need to service
fence & pole barn, holes
their own tractor,” explains Bryant, avoiding the
need to chasing down the right oil, air, fuel filters
pressure treated posts
separately. “We want people to service their tractors
(round & square, all sizes)
This time of year, customers at all Hammond whether we service it or they service it.”
Northern white cedar
Tractor stores have a choice of walk-behind snow(round & square, all sizes)
pressure digger/earth augur blowers by Ariens, which had always built them for
- holes drilled 8-36 ” dia., up John Deere. “Ariens has a great reputation,” says
Bryant, “very heavy, very durable, and carry a great
to 7 ’ deep
warranty--one of the better warranties in the indusdown hole hammer drills
try”. Ariens had been making walk-behind models
- holes in rock 12-18 “ dia. for John Deere. So when John Deere exited that
up to 9 ‘ deep
segment of the market, the decision to carry Ariens
all types of soil
“was a natural fit. We already knew the product”
including the parts and service side. “Most customers
The focus of the Union location is primarily on
lawn and garden tractors, attachments, implements
and equipment for the property owner or landscaper. John Deere is the primary line, including the
Frontier attachments, but also expect to see Taylor
Pittsburgh, Farmi Logging Winches, American
Wood Splitters, Bush Hog rotary cutters, and so on.
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A very long time with tractors and farming....

“Call us before you buy,” is the motto of Pen Bay Tractor Supply Company in Burnham.

.

Clyde Wishart started in the machinery world when he was 19 working for the
Pillsbury family in Waterville. Since 1954 he has made his living in the farm world doing different parts. He can rattle off part numbers out of his head from the 1950s and 1960s that
all phases of the machinery industry, including mechanic, sales and parts work.
just astonish people.”
The Pillsbury family had helped “a lot of small farmers get started,” explained Wishart in
a recent interview. “One thing that pleased Ralph Pillsbury very much was when he could
sell a farmer a milking machine and a water pump to make his work easier. The other thing
that was instilled into me when I worked for the Pillsbury family is you can’t make friends
selling junk. If you sell a person a piece of quality equipment that will pay for itself and
make life easier, you’ve made friends.”
Wishart worked for
the Pillsbury family from
scraper blades,
1954 until 1963.
In
landscape rakes,
1977, Clyde purchased a
haying equipone-fourth share of Penment, and parts
Bay Tractor in Belfast.
for tractors. It
When that company
also
offers Tafe
closed (it was liquidatand
Alamo
ed), Clyde returned
equipment
and
home to Burnham and
supplies
like
started his own compabailer twine and
ny, Pen-Bay Tractor
bail
wrap.
Supply Co.

Pen-Bay Tractor Supply Co. tries to help smaller-scale individuals manage their properties
by furnishing tools that make their job easier, whether it is to derive from the land, a source
of wood heat or to raise their own animals and vegetables as a primary or secondary source
of income and sustenance. The company is able to sell tools on a small scale that help people
manage their acreage and aim to do so at an affordable rate.
Wishart would like to see the agricultural tradition strengthened in Maine and mourns the
loss of small farms which are difficult or impossible to rebuild once they lapse into disuse
or obliterated by development. As a consequence, a way of life disappears, too. It begs the
question: “What are the real values of life and what are the real rewards of life?”
Wishart bemoans the declining purchasing power of the dollar (he bought his 110-acre farm
using 15 week’s worth of wages at a time when he was getting 72 cents an hour) and the
increase in property taxes relative to farm production (“taxes on our woodland are forty
times what they were when we bought the farm”). The cost of fuel is another challenge. All
of these factors are the reason “our food is coming from areas where it can be raised at a
lower price.” He cites the diminished or disappeared industries in dry beans, poultry, and
canning crops (corn, peas, beans and carrots). Even the output of potatoes is significantly
less than in the past.
When he sees a once productive farm empty and silent or underutilized, he can’t help but
ask himself, “How can this farm be brought back to continue on?”

It should be noted that
Wishart has been a fixture at the annual agricultural trade show since
it moved to Augusta in
the early 1970s, first as a
representative of Canaan
Garage (now Canaan Equipment) from 1963 to 1972, then for
two contractors as a visitor to the trade show from 1972 to 1976,
for Pen-Bay Tractor from 1977 and then on his own behalf as
Pen-Bay Tractor Supply Co. after 1985.

“A lot of these little natural farms that are coming back--the farmer’s-market people--those
are the ones that we actually need back in Maine farming again because that is the size of
operation that we’ve lost,” notes Strout.

“On antique
tractors
my
father’s a whiz,”
says Wishart’s
daughter, Ann
Strout. “There’s
not a lot of
Clyde operator’s
manuals out
there and a
lot of people
will call and
ask him difPen-Bay Tractor Supply Co. offers Timberwolf wood splitferent inforters, conveyors and wood processors; the Hardy pulpwood
mation
on
loaders and trailers made in Les Portneuf, forty miles west of
Quebec City; logging winches, chippers, rototillers, short lines,

The cornerstones of a healthy economy, according to Clyde Wishart, are the “four basic
professions that support everything else: fishing, farming, forestry and minerals. These are
where we must turn to support everything else in life. And when those are down, your other
professions cannot prosper from it,” he says. “The pendulum has got to swing back to our
four basics, and unless we keep our four basics strong, everything else collapses.”
The company’s hours are flexible because the business is at Wishart’s residence. It is
located at 199 South Main Street (Route 100) in Burnham (telephone 207-426-8594). It
stocks new parts and, for used parts, it connections with out-of-state salvage yards.
“My business has been to help those smaller farms to succeed,” says Wishart. “If I can
help those people, I feel that my job has been rewarded.”

Story and photos provided
by sunbury exchange.com

Waldo County Area
Baker

Small Farm
Bakery
Rte. 3 Belmont
342-5682
Special Orders
Welcome!

Shearing

Feed Store

Fertilizers

MAC’s

Rte 139 Unity 207 948-3800

Guide book

* Gifts
* Paint The Vibrant Communty
* Plumbing
* Seasonal Local Food Guide
Is available online
& Electrical Supplies
www.unityme.org

Hardware
& Feed
FEEDS
- full line of animal feeds

Hardware, etc.

73 Reynolds Rd., Unity
ph 207 948-3071
fx 207 948-5139

Saw Mill, Retail, Construction

N.C. HUNT LUMBER
“DON”T HUNT PRICES, PRICE HUNTS FOR ALL YOUR BUILDING MATERIAL NEEDS”

Box 129, 5 Veterans Hwy. Brooks 04921

Look for the
“Local Food Guide” link

Tractors

Restaurant

Ingraham
Equipment

Homemade Soups, Breads,
Salads, Gourmet Coffees
Cor. Jct. Rts 137 & 220
215 Depot Str., Unity, ME 04988 3 Knox Ridge South Knox

Small Engine Equipment

Stoves, Antiques

Exceptional Products for
Exceptional Results.
27 Stovepipe Alley
Thorndike, ME 04986

Museum

Show Room

Stoves & Doll Circus
Antique Cars, Music

Antique Kitchen, Parlor
& Wood/gas Stoves

435 Chain Saw
R

* Features: X-Torq engine Smart
R
R
Start & LowVibe
R
* Air Injection removes up to
97% of debris before it enters
the filter
CHASE TOYS, INC.
* 41 cc. 2.2 hp, 9.3 lbs without
417 Thorndike Rd.
Bar & chain, 16” bar
Unity, ME 04988
TM

Price....$269.95

www.chasetoysinc.com

207-948-5729
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70th Annual Ag Trades Show exhibitors, 2011
Ag Matters, Vassalboro
Androscoggin Valley
SWCD
Arthur Carroll Crop Insurance
Austin Associates,
Auburn
Backyard Farms,
Madison
Best Way Wood Heat,
Readfield
Blue Seal Feeds, Inc.,
Augusta
Boer Goat Breeders of
Maine, Bowdoin
Case, J. I., Co., Knox
CDL - Maple Pro, Inc.,
St. Albans,VT
Central Petroleum
Company, Wayne
College of Natural Sciences, Forestry and
Agriculture Orono
Community Mediation
Services, Brunswick
Countryway Insurance,
Portland
Crop Production
Services, New Gloucester
Dale A. Thomas & Sons,
Inc., Brooks
Eaton Agricorp - Brownfield Equip., Eaton, NH
Efficiency Maine,
Augusta
Farm Credit of Maine,
Auburn
Farm Energy Partners
Network,
Vassalboro
Farm Family Insurance,
Augusta
Farm Fresh For ME,
Bangor
Farm Service Agency/
USDA, Augusta
Farmers Draft Horse,
Mule & Pony Club, Harrison
Farming Magazine/
Moose River Media, St.
Johnsbury, VT

Feed Commodities International, Inc., Detroit
Finance Authority of
Maine, Augusta
Foss & Sons, Inc., Wales
Good Shepard Food
Bank, Auburn
Griffin Greenhouse and
Nursery Supplies, Tewksbury, MA
Hammond Tractor Company,
Fairfield, Union, Auburn
Hannaford Bros.,
Portland
Harness Racing Promotion Board, Belgrade
Ingraham Equipment,
Knox
Irishpan Industries/Steel
Buildings of Maine,
Lewiston
J. Houle & Fils, Inc.,
Sidney
J.S. Woodhouse, Inc.,
West Springfield, MA
Janet’s Ag Tours & Travel
Service, Nobleboro
Johnny’s Selected Seeds,
Winslow
Jr Boer Goat Breeders of
Maine, Pittston Academy
TWP
Koppert Biological Systems, Inc., Romulus, MI
Kramer’s, Inc., Sidney
Kubota, Fairfield
Kuhn/Knight,
Brodhead, WI
Lapierre USA, Inc./
Merrifield Farm, Gorham
Leader Evaporator Co.,
Inc., Swanton, VT
Living Acres, New Sharon
Maine Agricultural Center, Orono
Maine Agriculture in the
Classroom, Augusta
Maine Alpaca Association, Palermo
Maine Antique Tractor
Club, Smithfield

Maine Aquaculture Association, Hallowell
Maine Arborist Association, Bath
Maine Association of Agricultural Fairs,
Augusta
Maine Beef Producers
Association, Dryden
Maine Cheese Guild,
Monroe
Maine Dairy Industry
Assoc. New Sharon
Maine Dairy Promotion
Board/ME Dairy Nutrition Council,
Augusta
Maine Department of
Agriculture, Augusta
Maine Farm Bureau, Augusta
Maine Farm Bureau/
Convergence
Exhibit, Augusta
Maine Farmland Trust,
Belfast
Maine Forest Service,
Augusta
Maine Junior Angus Association & Maine Angus
Assoc., Readfield
Maine Maple Producers
Association, Newfield
Maine Organic Farmers
and Gardeners, Unity
Maine Pork Producers
Assoc.,Livermore Falls
Maine Sheep Breeders
Association
Maine State Beekeepers
Association, Inc., Portland
Maine State Grange, Augusta
Maine State Tree Farm
Committee, Augusta
Maine Vegetable and
Small Fruit Growers
Association,Vassalboro
Meunerie Sawyerville,
Inc., Harrison
New England Galloway
Group, Freeport

Western Penobscot

Butcher

Furniture

Computers

WATSON’S CUSTOM
BUTCHER SHOP

Slaughtering - Smoking
Vacuum Packing - Blast Freezing

BEEF - HOGS - LAMBS
61 Carter Rd. CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Etna 04434 269-4356

23 A Spring Street

Dexter

924-0190

Tues - Sat, Sunday by appt.

bbstattooco@myfairpoint.net

(log cabin)

The Kennebec SWCD has a grant from USDA
Rural Development to help farms and small busiComing
nesses look at additional renewable energy options
next time in open to them. A followup to those who have had
energy audits, the next focus will be how to make
solar energy best heat hot water and or auxiliary
heat sourcing. Both the Farm Energy Partners
A special
Forestry
network and other SWCDistricts will be involved in
Maple Sap
this effort to survey needs with farmers and busiIndustry
Focus
nesses. Other issues such as water quality, forestry
Published in
and agriculture are topics a recent convention cited
Mid March
2011
as rural needs for conservation in Maine.

Agriculture

Goat and sheep survey in January
The U.S. Department of Agriculture's National Agricultural Statistics
Service (NASS) is getting ready to conduct the Sheep and Goat Inventory
Survey. Conducted each year in January and July, this survey provides
critical inventory and production information for all states and the nation.
During the first two weeks in January, producers will be contacted to participate in the Sheep and
The Farmer’s
Goat Inventory Survey.
This survey will provide
the latest information on
conditions and trends in
The phone book for veggies, firewood, misc.
the U.S. sheep and goat
industry
for 2010.
Farmers Take Note:

Crops & Trades

Woodland Directory

1221 Broadway * Bangor 947-0179
And now, Main Street * Newport

Mike’s Transmissions

Tire Sales

Dexter Discount Tire

Mike Chabot

55 Church St

Quality Service - Low Prices
Rte 7 Dexter 04930

207 924-5530

Dexter

924-7400 Fax 924-7414

Your Advertisement is
published here as you are a
farmer and woodlot owner
and thereby catch a break
for the cost of placing an
ad year round. Please call
965-2332 to find out more
and speak with the publisher. Keep a seasonal
business ad in the newspaper all year long for very
little money.

When contacted by a
NASS
field office, proHaightfarm@midmaine.com
Hydroponically Grown Produce
ducers will be asked to
provide the number of
breeding and market
393 Houlton Road
sheep and goats, lambs
Waite ME 04492
and kids born during the
prfarm@hughes.net
previous year, as well as
207 214-9094
mohair production, wool
production and prices.
For convenience, pro“Go Green Geothermal” ducers will have the opAccedited IGHSPA tion of responding to the
Ted
survey by telephone,
Installer
Mc LEOD
mail, during a personal
Water Wells Hermon 848-6620
Pump Sales & Service,
interview or online.

Phoenix Rising Farm LLC

Geothermal Systems

www.tedmcleodwaterwells.com

Metal Recycling

Roofing

278-2520

www.sselectronics.org www.dunhamsfurniture.com 800 343-2664

A.S.E. Certified
20 Years Experience

368-5560 Newport

Wood-mizer of Maine,
Indianapolis, IN

CA Anti-Virus
Quality Furniture at Affordable Prices
Web Design & Hosting 183 Spring Street * Dexter 924-3066

Transmissions

Tattoos

New England Organics,
Unity
Newman Gamage,
Augusta
Northeast Agricultural
Sales, Inc., Wales
Northeast SARE, UMCE,
Orono
Oldcastle Precast, Auburn
Osgood, & Sons, East
Dixfield
Page Farm and Home
Museum, UMO, Orono
Paris Farmers Union,
South Paris
Payeur Distributions
Inc., Ascot Corner, QC
Pen-Bay Tractor Supply
Co., Burnham
Poulin Grain, Newport,
VT
Scythe Supply, Perry
Soil Preparation, Inc.,
Plymouth
Stephenson Agri Sales
Co., Inc.,
Poultney, VT
Suga Country Products,
Vassalboro
The Kneading Conference, Bangor
Union Farm Equipment,
Inc., Union
Univ Maine, Cooperative
Ext., Orono
USDA - ARS, NE Plant
Soil & Water Lab, Orono
USDA, APHIS, PPQ,
Hermon
USDA, NASS, Concord,
NH
USDA-Natural Resources
Conservation Ser., Bangor
Vitamin Sea Seaweed,
Buxton
Waterman Farm
Machinery, Sabattus
Wellscroft Fence
Systems,
Harrisville, NH
Windy Hill Restoration,
Windham

Show...

Specializing in
Scrap Metals,
Recycling &
Demolition
Pick-up Available
Rt. 2 Newport

368-4443

T Shirts, etc.

Wall Coverings

Saw Milling

White Cedar Products, Also:
Hemlock - Pine - Timbers
K-D Hardwoods - Flooring
V-match & Groove
info@yodersawmill.com 278-3539

Water Testing Services

Screenprinting & Embroidery

Ts -Jackets -Sweats - Hats
-Aprons -Totes & more
852 Dexter Rd., Corinna 04928

Drinking Water Testing - Is your drinking water safe?

166 Spring St., Dexter
1 800 464-5606 924-5600
www.seamanswallpaper.com

207 368-5700 or Toll Free 866 298-0895 Diane@ClearWaterLab.com
153 Main Street, Suite A Newport 04953 www.ClearWaterLab.com
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The Maine Christmas Tree Association roster:
For some home gardeners and home owners deer are a wonderful species of wildlife that
they want to see frequently near their home. We
live in a state that is known for its large white tail
deer population and want to see them frolicking in
our back yard. To encourage more deer sightings
some people start feeding deer grain in the fall.
Unfortunately the folks at Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife (IF&W) know that this act can have detrimental affects on the deer in the immediate area.
For years IF&W have tried to discourage people
from feeding grain to the deer.
Why? It changes the microorganisms in their
stomach so the deer can't digest their usual winter
diet as well. They usually browse on tree branches
in the winter. Also, feeding grain causes a large
number of deer to congregate around the home of
the feeder. They are more susceptible to disease
and traffic fatalities. One year on a one mile stretch
of road that I traveled frequently the game wardens
said they had cleared over 100 dead deer from the
road. That didn't include the injured deer that ran
farther away from the road to die. This was because a large herd of deer were moving daily between several homes that folks were putting out
grain for them. Please don't feed the deer grain!
If you want to help the deer through the winter and
you have a wood lot consider developing a management plan to include improving the deer habitate. Annual firewood harvest will leave tops to
provide food for the deer.
Deer can be very destructive in the home landscape and garden. Anyone trying to grow apple
trees, strawberries, cedar hedges, yews, etc. are
plagued by deer eating their plants at all times of
the year. When neighbors feed the deer the gardens
and landscapes in the area have increased deer
damage.
For more information visit the Maine Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife site on Winter Supplemental
Feeding of Deer.

ACF Forester Dover-Foxcroft
Amy's Christmas Tree Farm Sangerville 207-564-7536
Balsam Meadow Farm Lincoln 207-794-2129
Balsam Ridge Raymond 207-655-4474
Beech Ridge Farm Scarborough 207-839-4098
Bob& Aurings Christmas Tree Dresden 207-737-4430
Boiling Spring Tree Farm Dayton 207-499-7919
Bond Mtn Acres West Newfield 207-793-4658 and 432-4464
Bouchard Christmas Tree Farm Van Buren 1-877-472-2283
Bowker’s Tree Farm Springvale 207-324-0333
Bragdon Tree Farm Wells 207-646-5472
C & J Tree Farm N. Waterboro 207-432-7940
Callnan Family Christmas Trees Houlton 532-9600
Carpenter Tree Farm Springvale 207-324-6869
Carpenter's Tree Farm Old Town ME 207-827-8383
CheeChacko Farms Buxton 207-929-3961
Christmas Tree Bazaar Nobleboro 207-563-5700
Christmas Tree Ranch Amherst 207-584-5235
Cider Hill Creek Farms York 617-240-7264
Curtis Tree Farm Pittston, Me 207-582-3875
Dalou Farms St. AlbansS 207-938-2955
Davis Stream Tree Farm Washington 207-845-2544
Dees Nursery and Florist Oceanside
Denmark Christmas Tree Plantation Denmark 207-452-2218
Dow’s Tree Farm Dover-Foxcroft 207-564-2175
Dun Roamin Tree Farm Lewiston 207-577-5878
E.D. Bessey & Son Hinkley 207-453-9388
Evergreen Acres Tree Farm North Monmouth 207-933-2293
Evergreen Farms Waldoboro 207-832-7576
Finestkind Tree Farms Dover-Foxcroft 207-564-7500
Fishers Christmas Tree Farm Belfast 207-338-6098
Foxbrand, Inc., Houlton 506-328-8638
Frederickson’s Monmouth 207-933-8000
G & S Tree Farms Orono 207-942-1394
Gooleys Conifers Unlimited Christmas Trees Farmington 778-2368
Grandpa Jjoe’s Sugar Huse Baldwin 207-787-3300
Grants Tree Farm Hancock 207-442-9548
H & R Christmas Tree Farm Dexter 207-924-6402
Hale Tree Farms Westmandland 207-896-5213
Hall’s Christmas Tree Farm Sangerville 207-564-3603
Hanscomb’s Tree Farm North Yarmouth 207-831-2311 - Cell
Heaven's View Christmas Tree Farm Brooks 207-548-2221
Higgins Balsam North Presque Isle 207-227-7425
Highland Tree Farm Dexter 207-924-3427
Holmes Tree Farm Kennebunk 207-985-3778
Hummer Tree Farm Bath 207-443-5944
Kelco Industries / Plantation Sunrise Milbridge 207-546-7989
Ketchum Family Farms Mars Hill 207-425-3151
Kings Mtn Christmas Trees Orrington 207-825-2130
Lorenz Christmas Tree Farm Jackson 1-717-385-1229
Maine Forest Service Augusta 207-287-2791

Maine Mountainman Franklin 207-565-2915
Mason’s Tree Farm Wales 207-344-4093 or 207-344-7993
McClure’s Tree Nursery Kingfield 207-265-4931
Merry Christmas Trees Windham 207-892-8407
Mingo's Evergreen Products Inc. Calais 207-454-7411
Monmouth Ridge Tree Farm Monmouth 207-933-5842
Moose Hill Farm Fayette 207-897-3093
Moulton Farms Hiram 207-625-8312
Mystic Valley Farm East Dixfield, Maine 207-645-2784
North Parish ChristmasTree Farm Turner 207-225-3382
Nutkin Knoll Farm Newburgh 207-234-7268
Oesco, Inc. Conway, NH 413-369-4335
Old Farm Christmas Place Cape Elizabeth 207-799-0096
Osgood’s Which-A-Way Farm South Berwick 207-384-2618
Ox Bow Wreaths Ox Bow 207-435-6171
Palmero’s Pines West Newfield 207-793-2639
Penobscot Evergreens Bucksport 207-825-8729
Peterson's Farm Sebec 207-564-7579
Pinkham’s Corner Tree Farm Vassalboro 207-445-4827
Piper Mtn Christmas Trees Newburg 207-234-4300
Pleasant Acres Tree Farm Rangeley 207-864-5040
Pleasant View Tree Farm Hodgdon 207-532-4769
Poussard Plantation Wales 207-375-4009
Rice’s Tree Farm Durham 207-926-3622
Richards Christmas Tree Farm Mapleton 207-764-6093
Rideout’s Tree Farm Albion 207-437-8733 NOT OPEN THIS YEAR
River Liley Farm Ogunquit 207-646-6711
Robbins Lumber Company Searsmont 207-342-5221
Rocky Hill Landscaping & Nursery, Inc. Wilton 207-645-5381
School Of Forest Resources Orono
Seaman's Christmas Tree Farm Litchfield 207-268-2834
Skillin’s Greenhouses, Inc. Falmouth 207-781-3860
Snokist Ltd. Hartford, New Brunswick 506-328-2982 or 506-325-8821
Stadig’s Christmas Tree Wallagrass 1-800-338-1587
Staples Christmas Trees South Windham, ME 207-892-7231
Sunrise Tree Farm Lincolnville Ctr 207-542-7432
The Forest Cornville 207-474-5814
The Forest-Retail Lots Lewiston 207-399-0056
Tiffany Farm Balsams Medford 781-826-5680 or 207-943-8882
Trees to Please Rome 207-397-5416
Tuckaway Tree Farm Lebanon 207-658-9242
Vining’s Christmas Trees Cumberland 207-829-5723
Weir Tree Farms Colebrook, NH 603-237-5273
Western Maine Nurseries Fryeburg 207-935-2161
Will-O-Way Farm Garland 207-924-3525
Willey Tree Farm Cherryfield 207-460-8676
Wonderland Christmas Trees Corinth 207-884-7688
List from Maine Christmas Tree Assoc.

Have a good holiday & happy new year!
“Providing for Horse and Rider”

Top Prices * State Certified Weights * Courteous Service
Prompt Payment * All Types of Scrap Metals
RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

ROLL OFF CONTAINER SERVICE

Just in time
For Christmas
Alpaca socks
359 Lincoln’s Mills Rd
04928 scarves, caps,
gloves, blankets,
278-2609 c 251-9178
yarn, raw
fleeces

Aroostook
Electrical

Food Store

HORSE SUPPLY

ENGLISH WESTERN DRIVING FARRIER
476 Main St. - Orono, Maine

207-866-8593

www.GassHorseSupply.com

Hancock
Out-buildings

Overhead Doors

Wool Seller/Buyer

Vegetables

Smyrna Sheds, LLC
- Storage Buildings Custom built Sheds/ Utility/ Buildings

*Geothermal *Solar *Wind *Turbine

2836 Rte. 2 Smyrna Mills 04780

60 State St. Presque Isle
ph 762-2200 fx 762-6050

Delivery Options / Rates Available
Please Ask for Prices and Building Sizes

Overhead Do r Company of Aro sto k Inc.

Canada’s oldest producing woolen mill

Harvey, New Brunswick, CN E6K 1J8

PO Box 845 Presque Isle 04769 506 366-5438 Fax (3034)
1 800 561 YARN (9276)
1150 Central Drive 554-9044

potato squash pumpkin honey
Corn maize berries in season u pick
No. Blue Hill 374-9903

Locksmith
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Resources, Logging, Recreation, Woods, Fields, Water & Commerce
A news feature of

Agriculture each issue on farming, fishing, forestry and minerals. The true wealth of Maine.
woodland acres is a wise economic move. I - World science news
Blue Ribbon at the fair those
had a suggestion for each that I hope they take to

By Gordon Moore
These sure a
hard times for most of us.
If you aren’t out of work,
I’ll bet you know someone that is. In talking
with a boat building
friend of mine the other
day he told me that he
hasn’t sold a boat this
entire year. He has been
making ends meet by doing repair work and sub
contracting work for
other builders and private individuals. I won’t
use any names, but this
guy is a very talented
craftsman whose skills
are very much in demand. But there is the
problem, there is no demand.
This brings me to the
forestry
community
which as usual is one of
first to feel the effects of
an economic draw down
and this certainly is true
right now. I have had a
few evenings in which I

Wyatt Blackstone’s art, age 10
As featured in Penquis Review

have had phone calls from as many as three loggers
looking for work. They usually apologize for bothering me at home in the evening, but they don’t
have too. Knowing the situation I will help if I can.
Sad to say I have been able to provide very little
help to these guys lately. There is little work. The
word is that prices are down and you are better off
holding onto your wood than selling it. As long as
this continues no one will work. Last week I had
the opportunity of visiting with three farmers looking for forestry advice for their property. All of
these guys are in the same situation. They have
woodland and recognize that there is value present
and as they need some additional money to cover
the cost of their operations the management of

heart. Have a logger harvest a small portion of the
property in a group selection manner. This way
they can get some income from the woodlot without putting themselves into another tax bracket.
Look for areas on the property that are stocked with
maturing low value short lived tree species and
harvest them as groups. This should provide growing space for more valuable trees while giving the
logger a job and some income to cover property
taxes for the landowner. One of the most common
objections to partial harvesting and for good reason
is that each entry creates more damage to the trees
which are left after the harvest. While there is
always some truth to this, if a group selection
harvest is accomplished in a good manner damage
will be limited. Since there will be few if any trees
remaining in the groups there is nothing to be
damaged. The forester and or logger will select a
group of trees to be removed. This group will
normally be in a circle or oval about 100 to 200 feet
across. All or most of the standing timber in the
area will be harvested. Since there are no standing
trees left after the harvest in this small area there are
no trees left growing in a damaged condition.

On a large enough land holding this process can
be on going. On smaller acreages some planning is
in order. The trick is to provide the logger with
enough timber to make it worth his while to bring
his equipment to your woodlot, while harvesting
the right mix of products and timing the amount of
profit to fit your pocket book so that you don’t jump
up in the taxation brackets. I keep hearing that in
these bad economic times we all need to do more
with less. I think that also goes for timber management right now. I wouldn’t be selling all of my best
quality timber right now for a low price, but I will
be selling my low quality timber for as much as
I can get for it. When
you conduct a group selection harvest you are
PO Box 127
Phone: 207 794-2044
harvesting some of the
Lincoln, ME 04457 Fax: 207 794-2047
best with the rest. Howwww.treelineinc.biz
ever, you will not be harvesting all of your high
value timber and that
will remain until better
times come to pass. The
real wonder of the woodlot is that it generally
continues to gain interest
even when the stock
market drops, provided
you don’t cut it before
it’s time.

Dolly the Sheep Reborn

as new clones created

Four clones of Dolly the Sheep have been made
by the scientist behind the original genetic research, it has been reported. The quads, nicknamed
"The Dollies," are said to be exact genetic copies of
their predecessor, who was put down seven years
ago. Dolly was plagued by health problems and
suffered from premature arthritis. She was put
down in 2003 after contracting lung disease.
“Dolly is alive and well. Genetically these are
Dolly," said Professor Keith Campbell, who keeps
the Dollies as pets on land at Nottingham University. "We are not doing anything to them, they have
no health concerns and they show none of the signs
of developing the arthritis that Dolly had."
The professor, who plans to publish details about
the Dollies in a scientific journal, said the health of
the clones was being closely watched.
The first arrival of Dolly was a landmark in
genetic technology, demonstrating that scientists
could reverse cellular time by converting an adult
sheep's cell into an embryo, which was then grown
into a new sheep.
Reprinted in part from thetelegraph.co.uk

TREELINE, INC.

Belfast Metal Recycling
288 Curtis Rd. Swanville 04915 930-7027
Buyers of ALL TYPES of Scrap Metal

phone 207 947-6422
toll free 1 800 486-8082
fax 947-3644
Cell 852-3723 partsalternatives.com
1594 B Hammond St.,
Bangor, ME 04401

Agricultural
&
Industrial
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Jan
10
-Tri-State
Greenhouse IPM Conference, at Longfellow's
Greenhouse, Manchester, ME. For more information contact Margaret
Skinner at 802-656-5440
or mskinner@uvm.edu
Jan 19 & 20 - Maine
Potato
Conference
Agenda will be forthcoming on the web

ments will be holding an
all day conference start207-625-3075
Association (MeLNA) Jan 26 - Maine LandAnnual Trade Show & scape and Nursery As- mefaunce@roadrunner.com ing at 9:30 and ending at
4 at State Grange headConference at the Ram- soc (MeLNA) Annual or www.melna.org
quarters in Augusta.
ada Inn, Lewiston. FYI Trade Show & Confer- Jan 26 Maine Highcontact Mark Faunce ence at the Ramada Inn, lands Farmers Meeting Feb 23 - Maine High625-3075 www.melna.org Lewiston. FYI contact 7 pm at the Piscataquis lands Farmers 7 pm
County Extension OfGreg White & Aaron
mefaunce@roadrunner.com Mark Faunce at
fice in Dover-Foxcroft. Hoshide from School of
www.mainehighlandsfar Business UMaine to talk
mers.com
about Internet Marketing
Jan 28 - 29 - 3rd Anat Extension Dover
http://www.umaine.edu/
nual Maine Farmers' .mainehighlandsfarmers.com
umext/potatoprogram/
Mar 19 - Maine Sheep
Market Convention.
764-3361
Shearing Clinic consult:
The
Hutchinson
Center,
Jan 24 & 25 - Maine
Richard
Brzozowski
Belfast.
Presented
by:
Wind Energy Confer800-287-1471,
207- 780Down
East
Business
Alence, Augusta Civic
4205
Also:
April
9 at
liance.
Contact:
Center, Augusta.
mfmc@whcacap.org or Arledge Farm, Littleton
info@mainewindenergycon
Retiring Maine Department of Agriculture
ference.com
207-664-2424 ext 4460. richard.brzozowski@maine.edu
Mar 19 - Maine GrazCommissioner
Seth
Bradstreet
(L)
with
Arthur
Pellerin,
Jan 26 - Maine LandFeb 12, the Youth &
FCI
Co.
(Center)
&
Skip
Cray
of
Bordeau
Brothers
scape & Nursery
Junior Grange Depart- ing and Beef Conferat FCI annual picnic, 2010. FCI Detroit photo.
ences at Kennebec
Valley College, Fairfield

A farming and consumer’s...

Calendars offer a system for arranging time into days, weeks, and
months, but also simplify a culture's existence. Culture calendars then, are a
means of "passing on" the legacy of traditions, both religious and secular.
Events and individuals of significance are remembered and celebrated and are
often times of feasting; thus the significance of calendars for cattle, sheep,
goat, pork and table fowl industries is important and this helps to create
organized farming and an expanded Maine farming infrastructure because
these feasts often include hearty consumption of meat and fowl.
Consumer groups with a penchant for specific meat are defined in part by
faith rather than race. These religious groups are: Christianity (Eastern and
Western); Islam and Judaism. The first challenge a producer encounters when
identifying these religion's celebrations is their occurrence which is based on
the location of the Sun (solar) or the Moon (lunar) or a combination
(Lunisolar). Western religious generally use a solar calendar; Eastern religions generally use a Lunar calendar with Christians using one of two calendars. The Julian (Eastern) calendar was established under the rule of Julius
Ceasar and is based on a presumed length of the solar year (the time it takes
the earth to make one revolution around the Sun). Ceasar's advisors calculated
the Solar year to be 365.25 days long; thus, the calendar year of 365 days and
a 366 day leap year. However, the Solar year is slightly less than 365.25 days
long, the Julian year being approximately 11 1/4 minutes longer than the Solar
year. Islamic Ramadan (30 days of Fasting) id al Adha: The Festival of
Sacrifice offers sheep, goats, and camels as sacrifices to Adha.
The Jewish calendar has both Lunar and Solar aspects, but is primarily
Lunar. However, since the Solar year exceeds the Lunar year by 11.25 days,
one month is added to the cycle of the calendar approximately every 3 years.
Thus, the Jewish common year has 353 to 355 days and the leap year (which
has 13 months) has 383 to 385 days. Jewish holidays celebrate historical
events of importance to the Jewish people and begin at sunset of the first day.
The Jewish faith has a strict set of dietary laws called the "Kashrutt", commonly referred to as Kosher. Kosher meat may come only from clovenhoofed (split hoofed) animals such as cows, sheep, and goats. Market weight
is not as important as the animal’s health at slaughter. A Rabbi checks the
animals to see if they are free of disease because animals must be in the best
of health to be passed as Kosher. Meat consumption tends to increase during
all Jewish holidays. There are very strict periods of fasting and celebrating
(eating). All livestock producers wanting ethnic market sales might consider
these holidays in your planning and allow for pre slaughter ceremony at your
farm to bless animals on the hoof and/or assist or not assist in the arrangement
of legal meat processing following the sale.

The Livestock
Producer’s Ethnic
Meat & Butcher’s
2011 Calendar
February

1: Black History Month
3: Chinese New Year
15: Mawid al-Nabi
(Prophet’s Birthday)

March
7: Orthodox Lent Begins
17: St. Patrick’s Day

April
19-26: Passover/Pesach
24: Easter Sunday
24: Orthodox Easter

May
5: Cinco de Mayo
8: Mother’s Day

June
19: Father’s Day

July
4: Independence Day

August
1: Ramadan Begins

September
15: Hispanic Heritage
Month Begins
29-30: First Day of Rosh
Hashana

October
8: Yom Kippur

November
24: Thanksgiving Day
26: Islamic New Year

December
21-28: Chanukkah
25: Christmas Day
26: Kwanzaa Begins

History begs restoration

The old CP, BAR train station at Greenville Jct.
,Moosehead Lake was subject for a recent showing of a film by Maine filmmaker Garth Trickey
when he presented “Riding the Icon” in midNovember at the Center for Moosehead History.
Sponsored by the Moosehead Historical Society,
a group called Save the Depot and Up North
Magazine, the proceeds from attendance of the
MOFGA Food vendor showing of Trickey’s railroad movie were dediapplications for 2011 cated to the local group attempting to restore the
are posted online dead- Depot to the former glory that once was a busy
line Dec 31.
station for regular passenger and freight service.
commonground@mofga.org.
The Trickey film was well received.

Rte 11A 222 Charleston Rd.
Charleston, ME 04422
Email - maplelanefarms@yahoo.com
Web site - MaplelanefarmsMaine.com

ME
INSPD
&
PS’D
EST 6
MOFGA
Certified
Processor

Slaughter/Processing/Custom Meat Cutting
Processing Game Animals
Hay & Feed Sales
The Higgins Family
Family Farm since 1941

We sell all Natural Beef & Pork

Cut to your specs. / vacuum sealed / frozen

Roasting Pigs available

We’d like to process your Beef, Pork & Game Animals

We deliver Hay throughout Maine

cows
leave
Eastport
for
Turkey
study declines Dairy
Special Report to Mainely Agriculture: by Edward French, publisher, The Quoddy Tides, Eastport
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Farm animal

Veterinarians who
work with cows, pigs,
chickens and other farm
animals is on the decline as many prepare to
retire and fewer students opt for large animal practice, a recent
study showed.

Current
vets say
they
already
drive for hours to meet
with clients, and officials are worried about
the impact on food
safety as large-animal
veterinarians serve as inspectors at ranches and
slaughter houses
The study found that
only 2 percent of veterinary school students in
the 2010 graduating
class said they planned
to work mostly with
large, non-pet animals.
Another 7 percent studied a mixed curriculum
that included all types of
animals, but the majority
of responses leaned toward practicing pet care.
.

From 1998 to 2009, the
number of small-animal
vets climbed to 47,118
from 30,255, while the
number of farm - animal
vets dropped to 5,040
from 5,553. And, the
American
Veterinary
Medical
Association
found that large animal
vets often earn a lower
salary: an average of
$57,745 compared to
$64,744 for small-animal vets, according to a
2008 survey.
The large-animal vet
world is graying - half of
farm-animal vets are
older than 50, and only
4.4 percent are younger
than 30. About a third of
the veterinarians working at the federal level
are eligible to retire in
the next three years, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Reprinted in part from The
Washington Post & ASI Weekly,
The American Sheep Industry

The new frontier is looking east, as the recent
successful loadings at the Port of Eastport of dairy
cows bound for Turkey makes future shipments of
over 8,000 more cows through the port to that
Middle Eastern country very likely. The first
shipment of 475 animals had been in limbo at the
last minute because of bureaucratic challenges
related to port and livestock inspections. Through
the help of members of the state's congressional
delegation and local state elected officials, the port
received an initial approval from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture for the initial shipment,
with long-term certification as a port of
embarkation for livestock pending.
Port Director Chris Gardner reports that the
USDA inspectors, who oversaw the operation at the
port, were pleased with the operation and told him
they would give the port "an A+ report." He
believes that obtaining long-term certification for
the port will not be a problem now. Gardner adds
that the longshoremen, who worked throughout the
night, are to be commended for their work loading
the cows.
Skip Rogers, general manager of Federal Marine
Terminals, also says he was really pleased with
how the operation went. "The guys did great.
Everything went smoothly." “It's a great
opportunity for us," says Gardner, referring to the
diversification of cargo as "another arrow in our
quiver." He adds, "There's a need to expand the
viable ports to do these shipments."
The Holstein dairy cows were loaded on July 17
on the Dutch-flagged ship Artisgracht, which had
already taken on wood pulp at the port. The
Netherlands-based shipping line Spliethoff
"brought the opportunity to us," says Gardner. The
company that shipped the cows, Sexing
Technologies, based in Texas, had been looking for
shipping lines that could carry the containers
carrying the cows on the deck, and such lines come
to both Eastport and Portland to load bulk cargo,
according to Juan Moreno, co-CEO of the
company. Other goods, such as grains or feeds for
the cows, could also be loaded on the ships, he says.
"We're trying to make Eastport a permanent point
of embarkation" for shipping the cows, says
Moreno. The closest port that is certified for cattle
exports in the U.S. is Wilmington, Del. Eastport is
closer to Europe than other U.S. ports, and Gardner
notes, "Being the last stop in the U.S. helps us. It's
best for the customers and for the cattle. You're
getting a direct shot across."
Moreno also points out, "It's cool up here, so
there's no stress on the animals. Animal welfare for
us is fundamental." The containers holding the
cows, which Moreno calls animal comfort units,
have fans and a supply of feed and water. Two
attendants will be on the ship, and Moreno says,
"It's like a five-star hotel." He adds, "We want the
animals to arrive in the best shape. Happy
customers are repeat customers." Gardner agrees,
"It's a very humane way they're doing this."
The cows are from over 30 small dairies in Maine,
Vermont, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, New

Quoddy Tides Photo
York and Wisconsin. They then had a 60-day
quarantine period and were health tested by USDA
inspectors at a farm in Turner, Maine.
All of the cows being shipped are pregnant by
being artificially inseminated. Sexing Technologies
provides sex-sorted sperm for the livestock
industry, so that there can be a 90% chance of
having a female calf born. About three-quarters of
the cows shipped from Eastport had sexed semen,
as the buyer had requested female calves.
Moreno says Turkey has a severe shortage of milk
cows. Also a high percentage of the population of
nearly 80 million is under the age of 40, and milk is
an important part of the diet. A U.S. supplier of
cows was sought because U.S. programs to improve
the breeds and milk production are high quality, he
says.
Sexing Technologies will be shipping over 8,000
more cows to Turkey this year. "We'd like to ship
them every 30 to 45 days, depending on ship
availability," Moreno says. If Eastport is successful
in continuing to land the business, another 16 or 17
vessels would be needed to ship them. Most of the
ships likely would be ones that already were calling
at the port, but some new calls also might be
needed, says Gardner.
Moreno says the shipments could continue over
the long term, since Turkey needs a great many
cattle. Sheep also could be a possibility, with
perhaps 10,000 sheep needing to be shipped.
"The plan is to source the animals out of New
England," Moreno says. "The process benefits
everybody the truckers, breeders, ones who make
the feed and bedding." He adds that the carrying
units could be built in this area. The first shipment,
though, almost didn't happen, as USDA's Animal
Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) approved
the shipment only two days before the cows were
scheduled to be loaded. Turkey's regulations
require that animals be exported only from
"bluetongue disease free" states like Maine. At this
time, however, the only approved port meeting
these requirements is Wilmington, Del. According
to APHIS, arranging the logistics for inspecting a

new port usually takes several weeks. However,
given the exporter's initial need to ship the first
cattle by July 18, the state's congressional
delegation U.S. Senators Olympia Snowe and
Susan Collins and Congressman Mike Michaud
worked closely with USDA to send additional
APHIS staff to Maine to ensure the port, inspection
facility, containers and vessel were inspected
appropriately. In addition to helping with this initial
shipment, the congressional delegation has
successfully urged APHIS to initiate the process for
long-term certification of the Port of Eastport as a
livestock exportation facility.
Over the last 18 months, dairy farmers across the
country have operated at a loss, and many have lost
their farms and animals because of current
economic conditions. "At a time when the dairy
industry has been in crisis, the exportation of dairy
heifers provides them with important economic
support," the delegation stated, in a release. "Maine
and other states can take advantage of a tremendous
export opportunity to Turkey, but this market is
limited because of the very specific export
regulations to Turkey."
Gardner is grateful to the delegation and State
Senator Kevin Raye for all of their assistance.
"Within 36 hours of reaching out to them we had
resolution, and it is without a doubt that without
their help these permitting issues would not have
been able to be overcome," he says. He adds that
the shipment "has the potential to be a new industry
here in Maine that centers on some of our oldest
industries like farming and shipping."
Moreno also is grateful for the support from
people at the port, the congressional delegation and
Senator Raye. He says USDA was very supportive,
moving crews from Florida for the inspections. He
also notes that the farmer in Turner worked day and
night to disinfect his facility so USDA could
approve his facilities for inspection and deportation.
"I've never had this kind of support," Moreno says.
"It makes you want to come back."
Three shipments since July have left Eastport.

